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Figure 1: (a) A result of our dynamic SAR for a moving mannequin-head. Spherical markers are used to obtain Ground Truth with an optical
tracker. They are not auxiliary factors, but rather disincentives for our method.　 (b) The same situation with our Kinect-based system.

Abstract

We propose a dynamic spatial augmented reality (SAR) system
with effective machine learning techniques and edge-based object
tracking. Real-time 3D pose estimation is the significant problem
of projecting images on moving objects. However, camera-based
feature detection is difficult, because most targets have a texture-
less surface. Image projection and projected images also interfere
with detection. Obtaining 3D shape information with stereo-paired
cameras [Resch et al. 2016] is still a time-consuming process, and
using a depth sensor with IR [Koizumi et al. 2015] is still unstable
and have a fatal time-delay for the dynamic SAR. Therefore, we
quickly and robustly estimate the 3D pose of the target objects by
using effective machine learning with IR images. And by the com-
bined use of high-speed edge-based object tracking, we realize a
stable and low-delay SAR for moving objects.
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1 3D pose estimation with machine learning

Our 3D pose estimation is based on a machine learning technique
with Hough Forests, which can provide robust detection for noisy
and occluded objects. These features are indispensable for dynamic
SAR, where targets are often handled and are portable. We generate
training image patches by rendering 3D models of target objects
from various viewpoints. In order to detect small pose changes,
which are significant for precise image projection, we accumulate
tiny variations of oriented gradients with the pose changes in each
of the patches. These perspectively-robust patches reduce the total
amount of the patches and perform fast and precise estimation.
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In addition, we use a Random Ferns classifier for fast voting of the
patch classification process. Because common Random Ferns are
insufficient for precise 3D pose detection, we propose a two-layered
Random Ferns classifier. The first layer is for rough classification of
the pose which is divided into 8 directions. And the second layer is
for precise detection of the pose in the direction detected at the first
layer. This architecture reduces the estimation time of the classifier
and enlarges recognition accuracy.

The classifier is trained with IR images (2040 positive images and
40 negative images) which reduce the color effect of the target sur-
face, and achieves 96 % recognition accuracy for position estima-
tion, and 76 % for rotation estimation. These are fully compensated
with the following tracking, and used as the initial position.

2 Edge-based object tracking

We use edge-based object tracking with a high-speed IR camera
for low-delay and smooth image projection in parallel to the pose
estimation. A general projector has fatal 2 or 3 frame delays,
which cause a large gap between the target and the projected im-
age. Therefore, we adopted motion prediction by using high-speed
edge-based tracking with the high-speed IR camera (170fps). The
latest pose is tracked by minimizing the edge-based gap from the
last frame within 12msec. The estimated pose with the machine
learning classifier is mutually compensated with this tracking.

We implemented a dynamic SAR demonstration with a moving
mannequin-head as shown in Fig.1. An expression texture is pro-
jected with a standard 60 fps projector. The length of the mo-
tion in Fig.1 is about 2 seconds. Compared with the system using
Kinect [Koizumi et al. 2015], our system can obviously reduce the
misalignment of projected images. It also achieves low-delay and
responsive SAR on the moving target. This work was supported by
JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 16K00267.
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